r \ i i iilgorithiii aiid a prograni for iiivestigation of a iiiatc.liotl st,ra.ight insertion has been proposed. Formulae have I)(Y!II derived for analytic computation of the insertion pal'illiicters in a "thick" lenses aproxiination. The results of iiiiit,cliiiig of the synchrotron straight section are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION

I j c i i i i i Matching
Icor t,Iw bean? transport of charged particles, there is the iit.111 bo solve often an inverse problem of beam dynamics, siicli as (lie niaqching of phase volumes of the beam [3-tj] .
Wcr assume the I detection of parameters for the elements 01' the imgnetic optics (such as geometry, fields) of a facili1.y realizing t$e beam ,transport with a phase volume 01' C' I = ( X I , T~, y1, yl) from point s1 (beginning bf ( . l i t , inathing seytion of the transport channel, see fig.; ) (CJ point s2 (epd of tF matFng section) with a phase volume of V2 =/ ( 2 2 , x2, y 2 , y2) to be the solution of tdis iii;i(,clriiig 1)roblqm. We shall assume the betatron functions , \ ;'. ti'. cl!:, 3;' for horisontal and vertical motion at the l),,,Giiiiiiiig of the matching section and a:, &, a $ , at I l i t * wtl to be well-known quantities. Under certain circum-,-I ; i i i ( . t~> . uiily soiiie of above irieiitioiiecl quantities or their ,,iiiiit)iiia,~,ioiis, such as ,,(m, ,,(m, a; = ay = U, t~' . riiiglit, be known, wherea.s the remaining quantities will be arbitrary ones. In order to solve the matching probIviii, it is iiecessary to establish the required phase lea.ding oil t,Iie matching section ( S I , s,), to dispose of applicable c.11 i,oriia.licity or eveii to match the dispersion function Dx,y totally, or sometimes we must take care of the matchiir6 ol' direction and polarization degree of the beam and,
The problem of optimizing parameters of such a facility is coiiiiected closely to the matching problem. Its solution will be mrried out by taking into account the limitations UII all possible ivalues of the parameters for elements of iiiagnetic optics! of the projected facility.
Soinetimes, it is impossible or objectionable during the l)ix).iectioii period to have lengths of lenses and single ga.ps (I illcreii(, from those, which were selected during preliminary designing. In experiments with colliding beams [7] for instance, one strives to provide for an interaction point: the cross-over in some free gaps, where / ?; a" , does not surpass a certain taken value. The solution of the optimization problem as a whole tends to increase the planning and operation economy of the transport channel under investigation.
Usually (see ref. [8, 9] ), the matching is not separated from the general optimization problem and their solution occurs commonly and simultaneously. In the proposed method, the matching and optimization functions were separated. The optimization was carried out on the basis of a transport channel, which was developped and matched already. In order to solve the matching problems, we propose analytical expressions, which will be compiled below.
We shall present a solution of the matching problems in linear approximation by means of a minimum number of magneto-optical elements: a doublet of "thick" magnetic quadrupole lenses. For the chosen matching section (see fig.l ), we shall whrite the matrix equation of matching as follows:
where L , F, D are matrices of linear optics of 2 x 2 size, the shape of which is well-known, ref. [8, 9] . If we have written the matcliiiig eyua.tion system of (l), which is transcendental, we are alde to proceed with the following stage: its solution by direct nuniericai methods. We are able to reduce the com- 
Each of this (L1, L2, L3, k~~ kD) is a function of the parameters /?f,2, p~, c p~, A+Y, A$" (one of which may be free, for instance A+"). It follows from solving system (3) by taking into account (4) and above not,ation that these parameters are coupled by the equation: (5) from which we derive the value of the given free parameter, in this case A+". For the matching section of the beam injection channel into the synchrotron SPIN, which we shall investigate below, the function @(A,$") is plotted in the fig.2 , where the solution of eq. (5) (a(A?,P) 
l'ig.2 Fuiictibn
IV. CONCLUSION
Analytical expressions have been found, which offer a solution for the matching problem of a doublet of magnetic quadrupole lenses in "thick" lens approximation. For the given beam profile, it is easy to chose the most economical version of the matching structure, which fulfills the given requirements. The mathing of phase volunle of a beam, which was injected and captured in the accelerating cycle for the injection channel of the superconducting synchrotron at Dubna JINR, was achieved by means of the given method.
